Our Top Stories of 2019

Rethink our most-read stories of the past year, from countering online bots and trolls to climate change's impact on allergies to the Mission of Mercy that provided free dental care to the underserved and much more. Here are our top 10 most popular stories published in 2019.

Message from the Dean

Dean Lushniak reflects on an eventful 2019 and shares his best wishes for a successful new year.

Professor Goes Vegan to Protest Factory Farms

Associate Professor Sacoby Wilson is adopting a plant-based diet this month as part of the Million Dollar Vegan challenge. He wants to hold factory farms (CAFOs) accountable and says that veganism could be part of the solution to the negative impacts of CAFOs.

Medicaid Instability Linked to Poor Mental Health for Teen Parents

When teen mothers experience inconsistent Medicaid coverage, they face higher levels of parenting stress and depressive symptoms, new research by Asst. Prof. Amy Lewin shows.

Building Trust, Styling Hair, Saving Lives

The Health Advocates in Reach and Research (HAIR) program has helped bridge the gap between health care professionals and the Black community by capitalizing on the established trust between barbers, stylists and their clients. In 2019, A Howard University-organized by the Maryland Center for Health Equity, convened HAIR health advocates, scientists and community partners to build towards the creation of a national network to promote health and recruit African Americans for biomedical trials via Black barbershops and salons.

Nominate a Distinguished Terrapin!

As the highest honor from the School of Public Health, the Distinguished Terrapin Award recognizes outstanding individuals who are part of the school community and have served in some way to advance our success. We welcome nominations for 2020 by Friday, January 31.

Giving Opportunity: School of Public Health Gift Fund

Your gift to the SPH Gift Fund supports the Dean’s discretionary projects for students, faculty and the School of Public Health community.
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